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ions at all until after the convention Wriggle. If you accuse them they opENING wEDGE
meets, but if we do venture to form will rest on the fact that they are
any we should consider them on:y retained by the Westport Consolidat-,
tentative and subject to revision after ed Traction company. They will
they are passed on by the platform prove to yoa that an attorney must!
THU MAN IN THE 1316L0N11011.
COL. LUMPKINS CANDIDATE FOR MAYOR EXPLAINS HOW
CORPORATIONS THROUGH DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLI-
CAN LEADERS AND NEWSPAPERS HOODWINK THE VOT-
ERS INTO LINING UP FOR THE PARTY AND THEN BUY
TWO OR THREE VOTERS TO WIN—THE LEAD PENCIL AS
AN EMBLEM OF THE VOTERS SOVEREIGNTY, TO BE USED
FOR SCRATCHING PURPOSES.
John McAuley Palmer in McC1
N the last Saturday night
before election Colonel
Lumpkin closed his. cam-
paign in a speeech at
Union Music Hal.. This
speech is known in Westport as the
Pigeonhole Speech. Grimes and
Comegys and Whittaker agree with
me that the colonelis candor pn that
memorable occasioashad much to do
-.with the surprising victory that
made him mayor. But Atwood, the
colonel's manager, has never tnimired
it. He calls it bad politics.
"It isn't according to Hoyle" said
Atwood. "It's like leading a 'sneak.'
Of course it may win, but it's poor
whist."
Out to return to the speech:
el "Fellow-citizens," said 
Colone.
• Lumpkin, "I am going to be elected
• mayor of Westport next Tuesday,
and I want you to understand why,
and how I know it.
"I never ran for mayor before, but
this is not the first time I have been
at candidate. In the old days, when I
was making My fortune in street
railways, it was very important for
me and my associates to help you se-
lect your mayors and aldermen. We
wanted franchises from you, and it
was therefore our business to help
you select rascals or fools as your
agents and trustees. And, frankly,
.4 for twenty years we succeeded. Ap-
parently there was rotation in office.
Yon got disgusted with on Demo-
cratic dayor, and then we accorn-
t...xiated you with a Republican may-
or. You raised a storm against our
I Republican city council, and after
overwhelming them at the polls you
found that their successors also were
oars. It didn't make any difference
which way the election went. We
controlled the game both ways. You
shifted from one party to the other
without seeing that one party IS cor-
rupt and that the other wants to be.
Thy Partisan Racket Is Worked.'
"Now, before I tell you how I am
going to carry Westport, I am going
to explain how we used to carry it.
Of course this is telling tales out of
school, and I am probably guilty of
treason to my former financial and
political associates. N ha doubt I
more chivalrous and igh-spirited
man than Timothy' Ldtripkin, when
once embarked in the business of
robbing the public, would/stick to
his colors. But I am not running on
my consistency
lilecause a popular majority elects
a corrupt government, it may appear
at first glance that a majority of the
people are corrupt. But this is not
true. The boss is able to manipu-
late his virtuous constituent', not be-
cause they are knaves, but because
they are fools. Now I know from
experience that you people of West-
port are not deficient in civic virtue.
But, gentlemen, I hope you will par-
don me if I am not able to speak so
well for your intelligence. And when4
4 I tell you what a beautiful little con-
dence game I used to play on you
I shall expect you to agree with me.
I shall rely upon your sense of hu-
nter.
• "To .illustrate the strategy of the
4 boss, take the case of Precinct No.
In the PIP t Ward. Its iasues are
-the issues o every precinct in the
city of We ort. There are one
hundred voters in Precinct No. t.
Fbrty-six of the. e. alwayr vote the
Democratic ticket in spite of the
devil. Another forty-six always vote
-the Republican ticket n sPitAef the
devil. Of the, remaining eiAt, three
are what we call `scattering,': somas
limes voting one way and sometimes
-another; and the other five are es-
sentially venal, ready to vote for
4 inoner-'r for a political job, or for
14 the way the election may affect their
atreet railway or gas compagly shares.
-Party Regularity (?) and Treachery.
'"Now suppose Mis Boodle is the
Republican candidate for alderman
and Mr. Shanks is the Democratic
candidate and we want to carry' tbs.
precinct for the Whstport Consoli-
dated Traction company. !Asti wit
-weigh the candidates. We d hal
BOodle is conservative, and Jig-
posed to leave the welfare of the
community to the great and benevo-
lent financial interests that are so
generously developing the material
prosperity of the city. On the other
(4
•
urea' Magazine for March,
hand we find that Mr. Shanks be-
lieves that franchises ought to be ad-
ministered in the public interest. We
are horrified, and as good citizens
we immediately recognize that M.
Shanks is a socialist, if not a red-
handed anarchist. Wie decide that on
account of the immense interests en-
trusted to us by the almighty we
cannot support Mr. Shanks.. Of
course we don't announce our oppo-
sition to Mr. Shanks, for he is the
regular Democratic candidate, and
some of us are Democratic bosses.
We do not denounce Mr. Shanks; we
simply betray him, thereby preserv-
ing our sacred sense of party regu-
larity. .
Practical Politics.
"We come now to the practical
problem of carrying the precinct for
M. Boodle. But this is so easy that
it is hardly worth while explaining
it. If there are one hundred voters
in Precinct No. I how many will be
required to make a majority?"
Here the colonel pattscd as if
waiting an answer from the audience,
but as he received reply he step-
ped to the front of the platform and
pointed his forefinger at a wellh
dressed young man in the front row.
'My young friend," said the col-
onel, "will you kindly tell us? If
there are one hundred voters in pre-
cinct No. t, how many votes will be
necessary for a majority?"
"Fifty-one votes," replied the
young man.
"No!" exclaimed Colonel Lump-
kin. "That is just forty-six votes
more than we need. It takes only
five votes to carry Precinct No. 1,
my young friend."
"I don't see how you figure it,"
muttered the young man, confused.
"Why, it is this way," continued
the colonel. "As I told you before,
only eight in the precinct really
vote. The other ninety-two are pig-
eon-ho'ed. Forty-six of them lie snug
in the Democratic pigeon-hole, and
forty-six of them lie snug in the Re-
publicun pigeon-hole. If we get five
of the remaining eight we carry the
precinct for Mr. Boodle. It is only
neccessary to have five good men and
true, and as we have been playing
the game for some time, we have five
such worthies handy. In fact, we see
to it that they live in the precinct.
"Now note the perfection of this
arrangement. We have carried a pre-
cinct where ninety-two per cent of
the voting population is honest. Isn't
it beautiful? We keep the ninety-two
honest men permanently paired, their
voting power canceled, their sover-
eignty absolutely abdicated and nulli-
fied. But it would be misleading to
say that it is necessary to buy all of
our five. Some venal voters are born
and not made. For the astute poli-
tician to buy such men would be a
superfluous outlay of good money.
Mien of this type have a religions
reverence for mere weakh, and are
endowed with just enough economic
pedantry to digest Prof. Gamma's
syllogism. You have all heard Prof.
Gammon's syllogism. I will on its
general discussion and simply etate
it as applied to the present cam-
paign. The syliogism is as follows
(here Coionei Lumpkin referred to a
memorandum):
1. Major premise:—All good citi-
zens desire prospgity.
2. Minor premise:—The Westport
Consolidated Traction company is
prosperous and Alderman Boodle is
its candidate.
a, Conclusion? — Therefore evory
good citizen should vote for Alder-
man Boodle. Q. E. D.
"Fellow citizens, the man who can
swallow that deduction not on:y does
not have to be bought but can be re-
lied upon to stay safe. It is only
necessary for us to control the news-
paper he reads, and see that he gets
a daily dose of the syllogialtt in its
editorial columns,
Keeping Paitisana in Line.
But the maid\ problem is to keep
our ninety-two honest men in their
pigeon-holes, and we accomplish this
by having our campaign orators dis-
cuss irrelevant and archaic issues. Of
course if we should permit it to be
known that the real issue is whether
we are to have honest government or
dishonest government, the voters
alight leave their pigeon-holes and
play the very deuce with our calcu-
lations. But we don't discuss that
issue. We don't consider it in good
taste. We therefore instruct our or-
ators to talk about something else.
We employ Judge Wriggle to regale
the inmates of the Democratic pig-
eonhole with the beauties of the
Twaildleport platform of 1842 and to
point out the absurdity of the Re-
publican position as laid down by the
Tweedleport convention of 1846. We,
employ hig. Ramble to convulse the
Republican pigeonhole with his hum-
orous analysis of the Twaddleport
platform of 1842 and to inspire its
pride in the heroic patriotisnf of the
TweedletiOrt convention of 1846.
Judge Wriggle's eloquence glows
with the glories of the Democratic
party and smokes with the infamy of
the Republican party. Mr. Ramble's
speeches burn with his magnificent
allusions to the noble record of the
Republican party and to the stupidity
and turpitude of the Democratic
party. And yet both agree in prais-
ing one virtue and in denouncing one
crime. They both agree that the
highest pf all civic virtues is party'
loyalty and that the basest of all
civic crimes is independence of politi-
cal thought. They both agree that
good citizen's should stay in their
pigeonholes, and thus permit their
party bosses to cancel them out of all
political calculations.
"Permit me to reaa a few lines
from one of Judge Wriggle's speech-
es."
Rounding Up Democrats.
Here Colonel Lumpkin took a clip-
ping from his pocket and began to
read:
- "'Gentlemen,' said Judge Wriggle,
placing one hand over his vermiform
appendix and the other under his
coat tails. 'Gentlemen, I am a
Democrat. (Loud applause.) Gen-
tlemen. I have been a Democrat for
more than forty years. My fellow-
citizens, I have enjoyed some meas-
ure of success in life. I have receiv-
ed many honors at the hands of my
countrymen; more perhaps than I de-
served. (Cries of No! No!) Of these
honors I speak humbly, but one thing
I pride myself on, and stand erect in
the full and defiant arrogance of my
integrity. I have always been loyal
to my party. Gentlemen, I have laid
one hundred and sixty-three Demo-
cratic ballots on the altar of my
country and not one of them was
ever sullied by an irreverent pencil-
scratch Gentlemen, I have no use
for a deserter. When I enlisted in
that great moral army known as the
Democratic party, I enlisted for life.
I have suffered with it in defeat, I
have triumphed with it in victory,
and when my race is run I would ask
no nobler epitaph than the simple
words: "Here lies a loyal Demo-
crat.'"
Annihilating the Bolter.
"'Gentlemen, we can scarce find
words to express our contempt for
Benedict Arnold, but Arnold only be-
trayed his country. It exhausts the
language of scorn to express our dis-
gust for Judas, Judas only betrayed
his Master. How then shall we firisi
words to describe the unspeakable
turpitude of the man who betrays
his party? Where in all the vocabu-
lary of invective shall we find terres
vile enough to express our opinion Of
the man who ssratches his ticket, of
the conceited egotist who imagines
that his own reason is a valid meas-
ure of the collective wisdom of his
party? Gentlemen, I believe in the
wisrloni of the majority. Why de
we believe in the law of gravitation?
Because the majority of college pro-
fessors believe in it, of course. Sup-
pose that I should announce on this
platform that stones fall upward in-
stead of downward. (Laughter and
cries of derision.) But that is the
position of the Ticket scratcher. The
majority of scientists who have stud-
ied the law of gravitation and who
are competent to pass upon it, have
decided after careful determination
and exact measurement, and not on
mere superficial appearance, that
stones do fall downward. They have
settled that question finally. And
now here comes a ticket-scratching
enthusiast who says, "No, I will not
acCept that platform. I don't care a
cuss what any majority says on the
subject; I'm just as competent to
ground a brick as all the scientists in
Christendom."
"Gentlemen, we haven's time to de-
cide for ourselves on all the great
questions that agitate the public
mind. We are all fallible, taken in-
dividually, and therefore in seeking
our canons of political wisdom we
should take pains to consolidate as
many individual opinions as possible.
Truth is to he obtained by the mul-
tiplication of error. Ptrhapi the
wisest democrats will have no opin-
• VOL 22, NO. 150
: not judge his clients and thus us-
Working the Partisan Press. 1 urp the functions-of -the court and
Colonel Lurnpkiu paused a nao- jury. Then we, have Mr. Bilker and
ment to fold the clipaing and de.posit Mr. Casey. But if franchise wealth
it in his waistcoat pocket, and then is to be squandered in building pal-
he continued as follows: , aces and game preserves, in buying
i "We circulate. Jiolge 
Wriggle's yachts and keeping racing stables;
speeches in the der:- ;static pigeon- Silty shouldn't a poor devil like BU-
hole and we. publish them under glar- 
ing headlines in the Daily Democrat.
We circulate Mr. Ramble's speeches
in the republican pigeonhole and cir- 1 hall? Let us at least divide the spoils
culate them in the Daily Republican. fairly. And then there is poor Mr.
The Daily Democrat prints a carica- Floyd-Sniugley with his intellectual
Wiggle ture of Judge wiping up the tastes and his syllogism. Surely we
floor with Mr. Ramble, and the same cannot blame it all on him, so let
artist in the Daily Republican sketch- us swallow the gnat and look for the
es M. Ramble wiping up the Boor camel. Whom have we left to blame?
with Judge Wriggle. And both .ora- 'Gentlemen, here is the secret. It
tors sit in our private. office and laugh
with us. For Mr. Ramble is the gen,
crab counsel of the Consolidated Trac-
tion company, and judge Wriggle is
one of its attorneyssthough just now
he is on leave of absence to occupy
a seat on the bench.
The Farce Pulled Off.
"Finally election day arrives. The
first to vote is Mr. Jones. Mr. Jones
votes the straight republican ticket
because hie father voted the straight
republican ticket, and because -the
Marsinis de Lafayette graciously kiss
ed his grandmother when she was a
little girl. Then comes Me. Smith.
M. Smith votes the straight Demo-
cratic ticket because his father al-
ways voted the straight democratic party always has a safe majority, and
ticket, and because his great-grand- there he belongs to the party in pow-
father left him an autograph letter er. In the practical problem of weigh
g incandidates, I know of no better
guijie than the old text: 'Ye cannot
serve God and Mammon.' If you wiil
ponder that proposition for a mo-
ment, you will find that it is not
merely a religious abstraction. It is
a basic law of human society, a fun-
damental political truth. The aim of
good government is to convert our
friend Miammon into a useful and
weld-disciplined domestic servant.
But as Mammon' does not want to be
domesticated, it is not at all likely
be ignored and canceled out as a po- that his chosen candidates will co-
litical cipher. Then comes Mr. Floyd- operate very zealously in that opera-
Smugley, who lives in a brownstone sisal.
house and is driven to the polls in The Enshlem of Sovereienty.
his carriage, He hasztreds the "Ma - fellow-citizens," continued
Gammon glellogawers holing Colonel Is,atmpkin, after pausing for a
for Mr. Boodle prides himself that he moment to take a drink of water and
is voting for social stability. Then to clear his throat: "you have often
come. three more who are filed away heard the phrases 'popular sovereign-
in the republican pigeonhole. They
are followed by Mr. Casey, who is to
have a 'job on the city' if Mr. Boodle
is elected. Mr. Casey votes with vo-
lition and has not abdicated his sov-
ereignty. Then come four more dem
ocrats, to be filed away in the demo-
cratic pigeonhole: And then comes
Judge Wriggle. Perhaps you think'
that he will scratch his ticket and
vote for Aldermen Boodle. If you
think that you do the judge an in-
justice. Not at alit He has always
voted the straight democratic ticket
and he will not stultify himself now.
He may have soiled his judicia' er-
mine but be will keep his party rec-
ord as white as snow. He knows
that the Traction company has in-
sured the election hif mi. Boodle
ind that he is safely paired with Mr.
Ramble.
"By 6 o'clock the returns are in
and stand as follows:
committee.'"
from General Jackson complimenting
him upon his skill in brewing mint-
juleps. Me. Jones and Mr. Smith go
into their pigeonholes. Then come
Mr. Laker. Mir. Bilker votes fur
Alderman 'Boodle because he has
weighed the situation and has a good
and valid reason in the shape of a ten
dollar bill. MV. Bilker is voting rele-
vantly, and with some sovereign dis-
cretion add Omte.Jiigence. Mr. Bilker's
political eonreptions are not very
high, but he is not a nincompoop to
Shanks, Democrat 
Boodle, Republican




-Ntal vote  too votes
Boodle's plurality  5 votes.
Corporations Bound to Win.
"The resu;t is substantially the
same in the other precincts of the
First ward. Mi. Boodle, elected by
the suffrages of honest voters, is
given full power to betray the public
interests to the Westport Consolidat
ed Traction company, and other be-
nevolent corporations. The result
is substantially the same in the other
wards. We have divided the great
respectable majo;ity law two futile
factions. We control the city of
Westport by controlling a small but
united minority of rascals.
"Of course the street railway com-
pany gets its new franchise. Of
course all ordinances in the interest
of public health and public comfort
are defeated. Of course the gas corn
pany is guaranteed anothsr period of
license. And of course a city council
which is easy on the high finance
will not be too severe on the low
finance, with its gambling dens and
dives. Westport is to be run once
mdre on business principles.
Responsibility,Rento on Voters.
"And now, my fellow-citizens, who
is 'responsible? First, of course, is
Timothy Lumpkin and his brother
Captains of Industry. But with
them business is business. With them
political corruption is just as much a
Aegitimate business expedient as ad-
Vertising or fire insurance Then
there are Mr. Ramble and Judge
ker have his ten-dolar hill for a
night's debauch, and why shouldn t
Casey have a soft snap in the City
it not the capitalist, it is not the boss,
it is not the venal voter. It is the
man in the pigeonhole.
Effect of Municipal Party Lines,
"The issue today in Westport is
whether public utility corporations
are to ?erve the people or rule the
people; whether the people's wealth
is to be exploited for all of the peo-
p:e or for only a few of the people.
The effect of rigid party lines is to
transfer our municipal wealth to a
few of the people, for with the re-
spectable voters pigeonholed, Mam-
mon is able to throw the deciding
venal vote to the most complacent or
available candidate. Mammon is non-
partizan, except in cities where one
ty,' and 'sovereign people,' but I will
venture to say that very few of you
have ever considered what they really
mean. Did it \ever occur to you that
if there is such a thing as a sovereign
people, some of this royal power and
prerogative must be witilin the reach
of every citizen? Now, it is not nec-
essary to wear a golden hat or to
carry a gilded b '1 and bat in order
to exercise our prerogative. But
there is always one occasion, gentle-
men, where our kingship demAds a
material emblem of office. Those of
us who are kings in fact wild always
carry a scepter on election day, not
necessarily in our hand but behind
our ear or conveniently stowed away
in our virilistcoat pocket. I have
mine with' me now and if you will
pardon me I will hold it up for your
inspection."
At this point Colonel Lumpkin
paused in h's speech and produced
what appeared' to be an ordinary
leadpeneil. Holding this instrument
above his head he advanced with it
to the front of the stage. "This scep-
ter." he continued, "is decorated with
a crown jewel which the chemists say
it first cousin to the diamond itself.
It is perhaps a very homely scep-
ter, but it is a most useful instru-
ment of kingly discretion. Its ob-
ject is to enable you to pass on the
lists of servants that the, mayors of
the palace prepare for your royal
hands, and if there are any knaves
or ignoramuses on the lists, it is
your kingly prerogative and duty to
scratch them. The mayors of the
palace would, like you to loll back
in your pigeonholes. and leave the
whole' matter to them, but if you do,
they will be the kings and not you.
How Voters Get Right.
"And now, gentlemen," said Col-
onel Lampkins in conclusion, "I will
tell you why I know that I am to be
elected mayor of Westport. When
I went into this campaign I did not
devote myself to the discussion of
the Tweedle,port convention of 1846
and the Twaddleport platform of
1842. I did not consider that they had
anything more to do with the fran-
chise question in Westport than the
Salic Law or the Pragmatic Sanction.
I had studied the art of keeping you
pigeon holded, and so, in this cam-
paign, I exerted myself to get you
out of your pigeonholee. I don't
expect all of you to come out, btft
down in my office I have a card
catalogue which contains the name;
of several thousand prospective tick-
et-scratchers. And while I am not
WILL BE DRIVEN FOR PRESI-
DENT IN RAILROAD RATE
LEG-SLATION.
Interstate Commerce Commission
4.iaLume3 Such an Attitude in
I Ptivate Car Lines Inquiry.
Washington, Oct. 31.— t is be-
ilievcd in Washington that the inter-
state commerce commission is about
to drive the opening wedge in the
!president's fight for railroad rate leg-
potation in congress this winter. Re-
' peated efforts on the part of the at-
torneys for private car lines, which
are now on trial, so to speak, before
'the commission, tb get that body to
l say whether or not it proposes to is-
sue an order requiring railroads to in-.
elude in their schedule of rates orr
file in the commission's offices icing
charges on all refrigerotor freightage
carried have thus far failed.
The indications are, however, that,
by showing beyond a doubT from the
testimony- offered that it is the rail-
roads which make the charges and
collect them from the private car
lines, the comintaaion hopes to prove
that such a rate should be included
in the schedule of common carriers.
Such an order is expected to be is-
sued soon, however, and perhaps, if
made, pushed in the courts.
The private car lines contend that
they are not common carriers, which
is titq nub of the argument.
HOBSON RELEASED
HE EXECUTED BOND FOR HIS
APPEARANCE YESTER-
DAY
Captain Wood Resting Easy This
Morning—Other Cases in the
Police Court.
In the police court yesterday morn
ing John Bs Hobson was arraigned
on the charge of cutting Captain Joe
Wood, of the police force. Judge San
ders contirrued the matter over until
next Monday because the injuries of •
the wounded man will not permit
him leaving his bed at Riverside hos-
pital, where he was carried after the
fight. He was resting well early this
morning1 but it will be a week or two
before he can come out, because the
physicians do not want to take any
chance of his catching cold in his
wound. Hobson gave bond yesterday
his brother-in-law, Dr. Phil Stewart,
going his surety.
Other Cases.
Mary Hamilton was fined $s for a
breach of the peace.
J. F. O'Donnell fas fined $1 for 'be-
ing drunk.
'Minnie Wilson got an assessment
of $5 and coses for a breach of the
peace.
For a breach of the peace Jennie
Willoughby was fined $1 and costs.
The malicious cutting charge
against Warner Williams was post-
poned instil next Monday. He is
charged with cutting John Griffin*
The Vanishing Nome.
People who know what a home is
are not so many as middle-aged men
and women think, and they who never
had one will hardly I,e expected ta
join in the lament of its gradual dis-
appearance. That it is going 0 .t of
fashion there is. not a .lotibr. Every
new pile of flats, every conversinn of
a dwelling to a boardiog house is ele-
gaic of the circumstances. The mod-
ern family shifts frorn one tenement
to another, loses or damages its good
in the transit, is constant/:, losing the
old, and is without quiet and retir--
ment and peace.. The older people
regret the change; tie sounger have
no stan lsrds by which to measure it
—Broonklyn Eagle.
Too High Price,'
A. farm laborer who was getting
married found that he had not enough
money with which to pay the minis-
ter's fee. He promised, however, ta
pay him in potatoes When they were
ready for digging up. The minister
waited for some time, but no pota-
toes were forthcoming, so he called
upon the man and inquired the rea-
son.
"Well, to tell you the truth gun-
ner," was the reply, "I'd' like to give
you the potatoes, but she ain't worth
it."—Harper's Weeekly.
at liberty to tell you just how many
there are, I can safely assure sow*
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the scene is Egyptian or Japanese, the I new and novel in the way of a first-
' score is typical of the country repre-1 part offering, leaving the old style
sented, but always tuneful and pleas-1 minstrel circle behind, replacing
ing. In "The Fortune Teller," the therewith an immense battle ship
scenes are ;aid in Hungary, and ?Jr.
Herbert's score abounds with the de-
lightful airs and romantic strains of
Hungarian style. Added to this, the
highest accomplishment of the scenic
artist and costumer, representing the
artists to properly present this re- beauties of that picturesque country
and the unique costumes of its in-markable play, which has proved a
:success of most marked character
not only in New York, where it en-
joyed a long run, but in all thea prin-
cipal cities of the United States. It
did not matter to the management
whethter the artist selected by them
to play an important role was a star
with a high salary or an artist with
equal ability who had not been so
widely exploited. It was a matter of
obtaining the very best talent regard-
less of all other minor considerations,
but in the search for the right people
it was found that stars and well-
known leading people happened to be
the best fitted, so they were engaged.
"THE ETERNAL CITY"
WEDNESDAY, 2.IIATINEE AND N IHT  "THE FORTUNE TELLER"
SATURDAY NfAT1NEE AND NIGHT  THE GREAT BARLOW MINSTRELS
AT THE KENTUCKY THIS WEEK.
Jane Kennark in Hall Caine's Great Play, "The Eternal City," at the Ken`ucky Tuesday Night.
Ti.IESDAY NIGHT
"The Eternal City."
While the management of that
great Hall Caine play, "The Eternal
City," do not announce that the com-
pany is an "all-star" organizition
such an announcement would be
much more justifiable 'than it is in
most cases. The management has
devoted energy, .brains and money in
an effort to assembly the very best
habitants, together with the charm-
ing story, ertertaining complications
and ludicrous comedy which Harry
B. Smith has embodied in the book,
form a combination invariably desig-
nated as "a great show," in the par-
lance of the everyday theatergoer.
; The production of scenery and .cos-
fumes used in this presentation is
the original one used by Alice Neil-
sen. generally conceded to he the
I most lavish mise en scene that has
ever been given a comic opera in this
country. Milton and Sargent Aborn,
under whose direction "The Fortune
Terer" will be seen here, are said to
The result is that there are several have secut
ed a most excellent cast
in the cast of 'The Eternal City", and big 
singing and beauty chorus,
whose names are known from coast the 
organization numbering sixty
to coast as popular favorites of the-i people in all. 
Grace Orr Myers, the
ater patrons. Miss Jane Kennark.!"nly sati
sfactory successor to Alice
who was the star of "Under Two' Neik
ert, will be seen in the title role,
Flags" and also was the original Bon-1 while the
 conseedy parts will be in the
1. 
ista n the famous New York original cap
able hands of Milton Dawson.
production of "Arizona" is the lead-! Herman 
Hirshberg and James WEI-
ing woman this season of "The Eter-1 hem whi
le the other important char-
nal City." acters ar
e equally well placed.
Another who is a general favorite
is William 'E. Bonney, who will play ! The °feat Bari"' Minstre13. •
the leading male role, lie came to: 
above company tinder the per-
this country with Wilson Barrett in 
sonal nianagement of J. A. Cohburn, ing attractions.
which '
,"The Sign of the Cross" and later in-1 
wil appear at the Kentucky
creased his hold on his public in
Theater matinee and night Satur-
"The Palace of the King." 






turret and its mon-
ster guns, rapid-fire rifles and
their carriages. The glaring er-
mouthed funnels, the fighting top
high in air, and in fact everything
practical as used on an sup-to--date
naval fighting machine.
The costumes of the singers are
exact representations of those worn
by the highest offifficers of Uric's!
Sam's navy, including the admiral's
regalia adorning the interlocutor or
"middleman."
Of course there veottl.1 be no min-
strel show without the funny old
coons, to tell us jokes and sing us
'nigger" songs.
This portion of the entertainment
is well taken care of, the comedians
characterizing the servants of the
boat, elaborately atttireci for this one
grand and gala occasion in which tun
and sang reigns supreme
This beautiful rtage picture embel-
lished by a myriad of colored lights,
interspersed with the flags of. all na-
tions and other effects, awakers a
feeling of patriotiz enthusiasm, and
is one long to be rme:nbered
A splendid singieg party and on
unusually strong ono of exciusive
vaudeville features, as presented in
connection with the above, furnishes
one of the most p'easing and satis-
factory evening's entertainment t3 be
found in the li7t of this season's coin-
the
of 
been with "The Eternal City" from: 
Paducah and is always welcomed
v)sit-
the start and staged the production
as one of the hest attractions
originally. 
ing this city. Mr. Coburn has spared
Emmett C. King, who plays an im-
n n time or
superior to former
from the company of Mrs. Gilbert, 
 money this season in mak-
portant leading part, was recruited 
ing the show
years, combining every essential fea-
'with whom he played last season the 
Sure necessary in meritorious mins-
leading part in "Granny." Previously This something
he was with Mfrs. Pat Campbell for
several seasons, and was also seen an
"Under Two Flags" in the bead.
Jefferson Lloyd is another who has
been with "The Eternal City" since
its first production. He was also a
member playing an important role in
"The Palace of the King."
"The Fortune Teller."
Delightful music, merry lines that
can honestly be said to scintillate
with their brilliancy, and a produc-
tion which is probably the handsom-
est that has even been given a comic
opera, interpreted by a cast made up
of the best people it is possible to
obtain, are certain points of interest
to the theatergoers anent the presen-
tation of "The Fortime Teller" at
the Kentucky. for matinee and night.
Wiednesday. Victor Herbert's music
is always thoroughly origina, pos-
aessing the double quality of popn-
farity and high merit, ranging as it
sloes from cake walk to grand opera.
In one particular, more than any
other. Herbert has always excelled:
that is, making his mutic correspond




Hicks-1 suppose Dremer is still
pottering along at his inventions?
Wicks—Well, he has actually per-
fected a great labor-saving scheme at
last.
'Hicks—You don't say?
Wicks—ves• he's going to marry
Miss Roxley.—Catholic Standard and
Times.










Tells the Story of His Career Briefly,
Saying He Now Proposes
to Reform.
(New York Special.)
The story of how Dr. George A.
Witzhoff, the arch-bigamist, lured
thirty-two women into matrimony for
their money and then deserted them
conies' in cable dispatch from Lon-
don. Witzhoff has written to Miss
Alice Bell, whom he married and
abandoned in New Cross, near Lon-
don, telling her what he asserts is the
unvarnished tale of his career. The
letter is dated Bucharest, Hungary,
but it is suggested that, Witzhoff is
in New York and that be sent his
story to England through an accom-
pWce. He declares that he has bit-
terly repented his crimes and intends
to settle on a Roumaniin farm.
Wftzhoff, according to his story,
had the geiin of crime in him long
before he began marrying.. His fath-
er was a surgeon of eexcellent prac-
tice and reputation. Upon the parent's
death, when an inheritance fell to
the son, he studied chemistry and
established a pharmicy in Chicago in
i889. He says he met a renowned
surgeon who was engaged in illegal
practice in Chicago and that they
practiced jointly until 1896, when
they were arrested, Witzhoff jumping
a bond of $5,000 and going to Can-
ada. Witzhoff as a Montreal den-
tist, took the name of Dr. C. Colby.
He identified himself with the Chris-
tian\Science movement.
. How Matrimonial Career Began. .
Early one morning his bondsmen
troused Witzhoff and demanded the
$5.000. Not receiving it, the bonds-
men, the latter says, suggested that
Witzhoff visit a widow of wealth and
matrimonial inclinations. The deal
was made and the men were to divide
after the $5,000 had been paid. Thus
the marriage career began because of
the necessity for paying a debt. Dur-
ing the honeymoon the woman told
him that she had a child in Pittsbuig
He offered to get the t baby, and ca-
joled the woman into letting him
have $4000.
Witzhoff says he paid his bonds-
men part of the debt and fled to this
city, opening a dental office on Four-
teeenth street. In two weeks he had
another wife, but he discovered that
she had no money, went to Phila-
delphia and by another marriage got
$500 Witzhoff says he then went
to Springfield, Wass., advertised for
a wife and got one with $50o. Her
name was Mrs. Westfield. Witzhoff
says it hurt his soul to marry her,
as she was not to his liking. He
returned to the New York wife, and
a week later went to St. Louis an1
married a farmer's daughter, whom
he deserted in a week with $35o, witE
which he set up as a dentist in De-
troit.
Mks. Pizer was the next victim.
Witzhoff left her after six days, go-
ing to Pittsburg, and five days after
meeting a sexton's daughter—"the
ugliest I ever had," he says—married
her, got her money and went t,,
Cleveland.
There he received twenty-one ans
wers to a matrimonial advertisement,
and selected only three wives—a Mrs
Moore, a Ars. Kriedman and a nurse.
The nurse gave him ;too. He came
to Brooklyn, where Cleveland detec-
tives found him and took him back
Even in jail he married, the wife
giving him $200, which he used as
bail. Four days later he got UM
from the father of a woman he was
to marry, but had to flee. A farmer's
daughter with $1,000 was the next
victim, also of St. Louis, and in six
days Witzhoff sailed for Roumania,
where he lived as Dr. F. A. Shotz.
He again married, getting $3,000
francs.
Roosevelt as a Wag.
Dean Shaler. of Harvard Univer-
sity, remarked not long ago that he
had discovered that President Roose-
velt is something of a wag. This rath-
er surprising remark aroused curios-
ity, and, after some questioning, the
dean was induced to explain.
A few days before the election last
November a member of the cabinet
met the dean in Boston, and as they
parted the Secretary inquired: "What
shall I say to Theodore for you?"
To this the dean, with his custom-
ary candor and vigor, replied: "Give
him my regards, and tell him I'll be
(1--ai if I'll vote for him."
He had entirely forgotten his mes-
sage to the President until a few
(lays after the election, when he re-
ceived the following note from the
White House:
1
"Dear Dean—Judging by the size
of our majority, you must have
changed your mind. T. R."—Phila-
delphia Record.
Loudly Dressed.
Shoemaker—Do yon know why
that gentleman's shoes creak?
Tailor—No, why?
"Because he hasn't paid for them
"That's no reason—if it -were, his
coat would creak, too."—Translated
for Tales from "El Calendario Es-
panol." s
If you contemplate remodeling
your present home now or in the
near future, you should siudy the
subject of Plumbing.
A little lwowledge on the subject will
be beneficial to you in the selection of' the
best material and fixtures and in their proper
location throughout the home.
If you will call and consult us, we will
give you attractive literature on modern sari-
thtion and will show you the samples of
"Standard" Ware we have in our showrooms.
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert !workman? If you do take
it to
John 3. Bleich, leweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
4.4.1mH-4444•44.*-1-1-1•4444.444.44.4
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 524 Broadway.
t1-044.444-H÷b++++++4-444-4-H +1-1-4444-4-1-1-i-ls1441.444sH.+444.
THE GLOBE BANK Si, TRUST CO
Of Paductss.h, Kentuck$7.
Capitzti and Surplus $1155,ocoo
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON, V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CUL1N CASHIER
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits Pays •
pee cent per annum on time certifraste of deposits. Safety boxes air firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to fro per year as to ante. You carry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access.
•
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS 11 S WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 16o9 TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now ocen under a, new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates





Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe;
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, - Residence Phone 726
 4












































































































































































NERVE RACKING CIRCUS ACTS.
LOOPING THE LOOP AND DEVICES THAT FOLLOWED—AC-
CIDENTS WHICH HAVE RESULTED IN DEATHS—WHEEL
INVENTED BY GERMAN—PAY RECEIVED BY PERFORMER
Looping the loop and its progeny of the human arrow's first public
are the most effective devices- yet -in.= .flight.
vented for producing apparent as well A feat performed by the cyclist Ma-
as real danger, says the Scientific rok may be called looping without a
American. Does anyone still remem- loop. The track resembles the first
section used by the human arrow, but
the upward curve is longer and forms
an arc of a circle. At the foot of the
incline and the commencement of the
curve the bicycle is caught by a wire
suspended from the center of this cir-
cle. The machine, therefore, after
traversing the curved path, describes
the remainder of the circle in the air.
Od-sasavislasle—thas--onovedspath is replac-
ed by a level one terminating in an
ascent, which receives and stops the
cyclist when he returns to earth and
casts øc the wire.
In another ingenius and terrifying
variation oi the human arrow the bi-
cycle is replaced bj a four-wheeled,
car, which is stopped abruptly by a
buffer at the end of the upward curve
while the rider is hurled through
space to a trapeze some (*stance
away and fifty feet higher. Failure
to catch the trapeze means certain
death.
Another startling application of the
same principle is made in an open-air
performance which has been given
many times in England and America,
and Germany. The inclined track is
erected on shore of a lake or river
and is 200 feet long. The starting
platform is a hundred feet, the top.of
the upward curve about 40 feet above
the ground. When the bicyclist rides
off the end of the curve into space
he lets go his machine and dives into
the water. This frightful plunge ter-
rifiea, the spectators, but the real dan-
ger is that of being struck and killed
by the bicycle, a fate which befell
James Fleet in Chicago.
An acrobat naiped Thompson makes
a stilt more perilous plunge with the
aid of simile rapparatus, leaping from
the top of a very long vertical ladder
into a tank some distance away which
measures only ao feet in length by 8
feet in width. A slight error in mak-
ing the leap would bring him to the
ground instead of the tank.
The automobile, the queen of sport,
shares with the bicycle the glory of
these dangerous exhibitions. One of
the West developments is the mon-
strosity called the autibobolide, which
is making fame and fortune for Mlle.
de Tiers.,
Another young woman has been
less fortunate, for a terrible accident
has abruptly terminated the exhibi-
tion of the aptly named "whirlwind
of death" in which ,he appeared re-
cently at a Paris mu-ic hall. In this
act the automobile, after running
down an inclined plane and up a short
curve, was projected into space in a
nearly level position, like the bicycle
of the human arrow. But when the
vehicle had reached the highest point
of its trajectory it was caused, by an
ingenins combination of springs and
lever', to own a comallete somersault,
after which it continued its fight to
the rece:ving platform, forty feet dis-
tant from the point where it had left
the first section of the course.
The act was particularly thrilling
because the vehicle, at the moment of
the somersault, appeared to stop in
its onward flight and consequently to
be in imminent danger of falling le
the floor, 20 feet below. Thi" illusion
was doe to the very low posisioa of
the center of gravity, which caused
the inverted body of the woman to
move backward, at that instant, faster
than the center was moving forward.
What is the incentive which im-
pels these man and women to risk
their lives nightly before crowds of
spectators? Is it ambition, vanity,
love of applause, or simply the hope
of making a fortune? The American
"looping the loop" was conceived in
an .esstriltially practjcal spirit, and
"Diavolo," who received 'boo a night,
has become a rich man. Mlle. de
Tiers, $aao a night in Paris and larger
sums abroad. Mlle. Dutrieu, "the hu-
man arrow," earns lilio,000 a year. "Me
phisto received Pao. !irritators, of
course, receive less than originators.
Th curre t a for looping the loop
is from ea* to $ao a night, which is
not high, especially if the performer
owns the apparatus, which costs at
least $aoo.
It Feems, therefore, that the hope
of gain is not the only incentive, but
that the performer, like the public,
is attracted by the very danger of the
act—a curious illustration of the fas-
cination ex-erteil by emotions which
in themselves are disagreeable.
ber the bicyclist, who used to ride at
terrifying speed down a steeply in-
clined 6o-foot ladder? One night an
attack of vertigo caused his death,
but his act was less dangerous than
the performances on. inverted and ae-
rial paths to which wehave since be-
come accustomed.
In looping the loop, first performed
by James Smithson, better known ati
Diavolo, a bicylist starts from a plat-
form 60 feet high and plunges down a
track which extends obliquely too feet
to the ground, and thence rises to
form a complete spiral loop 20 or 25
feet in diameter. The speed acquired
by the cyclist in descending the in-
clined plane carries him around the
loop. When Diavolo, preceded by
great reputation, came to Paris, he
found one Noiset, known profession-
ally as Mephisto, preparing to loop
the loop at a rival music hay.
While several cyclists were prepar-
ing to loop the loop honestly, one
man, unwilling to risk his life for the
amusement of spectators, devised a
loop with a concealed groove which
guided his wheel and 'kept it from
falling His trick was accidentally
expo-el by a clown who got hi" foot
caught in the groove, and the dis-
graced looper fell into obloquy and
oblivion.
The public soon tires of he strong-
est sensations. The stationary loop
gave place to the rotating circle called
the devil's w heel, in which the cyclist
spins like a squirrel. Taking his
place inside elle wheel, which is about
15 feet in diameter, he pedals in a
direction opposite to that of ihe
wheel, and thus remains at the Bot-
tom until the wheel has acquired con-
siderable velocity. Then he stops ped-
aling. applies his brake, and i car-
ried backward and upward nearly to
the top, whence he rushes down and
Mies around and around the revolving
wheel with startling speed.
At a performance in Vienna a cy-
clist stricken with apoplefY fell from
the wheel and soon expired. But the
danger of cerebral congestion is not
the only one. The critical phase *1
the act is the last, when bath the
bicycle and the large wheel are being
brought to rest by brakes. The bicy-
cle lurches, and the slightest error in
steering may send it through the
open side of the wheel and precipi-
tate the rider to the stage.
In Germany a genius called "Eclair"
invented an infernal wheel of another
sort. It was about ss feet in diame-
ter, and a caler wheel rolled round
inside of it, obtaining its impetus
from apItinge down an inclined plane,
that made a descent of co feet. To this
small wheel 'Eclair" was lashed in
spreadeagle fashion. He accustomed
himself to this novel mode of locomo-
tion by having himself strapped to a
similar wheel, which was turned rap-
idly about a fixed axis by means of a
crank,
More %tattling and perilous than
any of these devices is the "circle of
death." This is a large, flat, trun-
cated cone, like the rim of a pudding
dish, supported by ropes in a position
slightly inclined to the horironta,l, so
that only one side of the lower and
smaller edge rests on the stage. Bi-
cyclist.. one or more, enter the cen-
ter space and run up and around the
steep side with their machitre and
bodies nearly horizontal. Theirto add
to the apparent and real danger the
whole apparatus is raised aloft. The
effect is thrilling, for the riders ap-
pear to be in constant danger of fall-
ing. At Berlin, as three cyclists were
gyrating in a single circle of death,
one .feli and carried a second down
with h.m. They had scarcely reached
the stage when the third performer
fell also.
• "The globe of death," an interest-
ing and comparatively safe act recent-
ly exhibited in a New York Theater,
combines some of the features of knit)
ing the loop and the
TWO bicyclist', a man and a woman,
enter a stationary lattice-work globe
some twenty feet in diameter and
course around it at great speed in
both vertical and horizontal circles.
All of the acts hitherto described
are performed with complete circles
or loops. The next development was
the removal of the topmost part of
the vertical loop, leaving an air, space
through which the bicyclist flies head
downward. This feat is called 'loop-
ing the gap."
Mlle. Tatitrieu. "the human arrow,"
produces a more -graceful effect by
traversing a gap in a track which
would not if complete, form a loop.
The first section tif the track is a
plane 5o feet long, inclined 3o degrees
Cr' the horizontal and terminating in
a short upward clove. The second
section begins with a saddleback
curve and ends in, a plane inclined up-
ward for the purpose of bringing the
bicycle to rest. The two sections are
separated by 11 gap of 50 feet, through
which the cyclist flies like a narrow.
It is worthy of note that women form
ed a large majority of the spectator
. Sentiments of the Schoolmaster. e
•
Education reduces he commercial
value of humbug.
,How fleet is the foot of a lie!
Nothing bores an ignorant mind
like a work of art.
Many a fellow gets a reputation
that sole: father than he can go.
Sometimes what we take for envy
is pity,
Hake caricature of yourself once
in a while and laugh over it.
Give me one 'sincere frietri—yrot
can have all the rest.—Anieriean
Illustrated Magaizne.
Subscribe For The Register.
A WONDERFUL
DISCOVERY.
Blackgum, I. T., Oct. 20.—Last
week while drilling a well on Black-
gum plateau, which rises abruptly to
a height of 600 feet above the left
bank of the Illinois river, about 15
miles above its junction with the Ar-
kansas, W. C. Davis made a startling
and 'wonderful discovery. He had
gone down about ao feet when his
drill dropped into a cavity and all
efforts to extricate it failed. As the
drill was valuable and the depth not
great—oqly 20 feet—Mr. Davis de-
termined to dig an old-fashioned well
to that depth and thus recover the
boat drill.
'After passing
earth for a few feet, he encountered a
soft sandstone which continued till
he had reached a depth of eighteen
feet, when he met with a strata of
limestone. 'VVlarned by the hollow
reverberations which followed the
first blow of his pick, that a subter-
ranean cavity was immediately be-
neath him, the extent of which was
an unknown quantity, he proceeded
with due caution. Carefully clearing
dirt and debris away, he exposed a
circular portion of the limestone
about four feet in diameter/ in the
center of which was the small open-
ing made by the drill in its descent.
By this time the news of some-
thing out of the common having been
found had spread over the plsteau,
and Mir. Davis had no lack of willing
helpers. Very carefully the drill hole
was enlarged until a lighted lamp
could be passed through it. A stout
cord was attached to the lamp and
it was carefully passed through the
aperture and lowered until it rested
upon the bottom of the cavern. .The
distance from the roof to the floor or
bottom of the cavern was about eight
feet. , The lamp burned brilliantly,
showing there was no danger to be
feared /from foul air, and Mr. Davis
and his assistants determined to en-
large the aperture and examine into
the wonders of this subterranean
chamber.
This was quickly done, ropes and
a supply of lamps secured, and four
of the party ventured to descend into
the cave and explore its wonders.
They found the cave or rather un-
derground chamber to be of vast ex-
tent, nearly one hundred feet in
length by from seven to go feet in
breadth, with several galleries lead-
ing off from it in different directions,
which have not yet been explored.
But the chamber in which they stood
was indeed a chamber of horrors, a
veritable Golgotha. The floor was
thickly covered with gigantic skel-
etons, probably of a prehistoric race.
These &mei may have been the re-
mains of Troglodytes, those dwell-
ers in caves who,' thewed like aurock
bulls, and tusked like great cave
bears, lived in antediluvian times,
and left few records of the exist-
ence.
From the shape of their stills they
must have ranked intellectually very
low, something like the style of the
man-like ape or perhaps resembling
more closely the ape-like man. They
were a warlike people and must have
possessed some knowtedge of sur-
gery, as many of the skulls examined
showed evidence of having been tre-
panned.
Trepanning is of comparative mod-
ern origin in the history of our pres-
ent day surgery, but here we find that
it was known and practiced long an-
terior to the building of the tower of
Babel in the valley of the Snphrates
and the consequent confusion of the
toongues.
Numerous ax heads of atone have
been found among the skeletons, hut
the liana of time has destroyed any
handles of wood to which they were
dottbtlesss attached. Many of these
slculta seem crushed or broken in as
a result of a blow from a/bludgeon or
a stone ex, while in others flint arrow
heads are found imbedded. They
must have been a people who reeked
little of life, and each man's hand
must have been against his neighbor,
for of the skeletons examined the
great majority show evidence of
violent death.
Possibly a great battle was fought
here in prehistoric times, and the
victors interrred their dead in this
cavern. What adds strength to this
surmise is the fact that no female
skeletons have as yet been discov-
essail. • 07 Art;
Mr. Davis ititends closing the 'cave
to viaitors 'until' he can communicate
with Dr. McGee, of the ignited States
Bureau of Ethnology, and give him
an opportunity to make a careful and
thorough examidation of the skele-
tons.
T. P. Holden, editor of the Fort
Gibson Post,. and the dean of terri-
torial editors, by virtue of a service of
forty years in abe editorial chair,
lately discovered an enormous pre!'
historic graveyard i nthe valley of the
Arkansas, t5 miles south of this
place. A consereative estimate places
the number of dead buried there as
something more than 2oo,000. in that
graveyard, also, the skeletons are
those of males alone, and the major-
ity of them give evidence of sudden
and violent deaths.
through the soft
Pair of horses driven by Cline





All the phi'ologists of Paris
concerned with the case of the young
man who speaketh in a strange ton-
gue that none can understand. Learn-
ed' persons write to the papers to
point out that the man must be a
dago, and that he speaks in a low
kind of Portugese in use in certain
parts of South America, or a Wild
‘Vest Indian escaped from the tute-
lage of Col. Cody, who has been trav-
eling France with his show, or,
again, a Polynesian. The examining
magistrate spends linguistic after-
noons struggling with the unknown
tongue. It is said that a person-
in Esapnatnto essayed, but vainly, to
unlock the mystery. The language
of "X" denfies the Esperanto eky.
But since the worthy "judge d'in-
are
strucoon has opened a species of
kindergarten, matters have become
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABUS
Corrected Aug. aaild, 1905.
South Bound. No. zot
Leave Cincinnati  8:20 a.m.
Leave Louisville  12:20 p.m.
Leave Ovvensboro  . .
Leave Horse Branch  3:40 p•ol•
Leave Central City  3:55 Pm.
Leave Nortonville  4:37 P.m.
Leave Evansville .
Leave Hopkinsville  ....
Leave Princeton os 5:25 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  ' 1 64,C) p.m.
Leave Paducah  6:45 P.m.
Arrive Fulton  7:55 Pam
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn. .... 8:31 p.m
Arrive Rives . 8:39 p.m
./trrive Jackson .
Arrive Memphis to:30 p.m
i la_ rrve New Orleans  it :oo a.m.
North Bound.
Leave New Orleans ......
Leave Memphis 
much more interesting. The magis- Leave Jackson, Tenn
trate draws a tree, or a house, or a!Leave Rives
bishop. and the "detenue" "gives it
a name," as the phrase is in other
and less educational quarters. He
has elucidated the fact that our wan-
dering youngster lives in the midst
of a forest—a forest where the tig-
ers roam. by the side of a river. Two
days' march brought him and this
sisters to the city of Lisbian, thence
they ttaveled to a place that might
be Boston, and on the morrow they
embarked at New York, on a boat
with two funnels. Thence they
crossed the sea, coming, perhaps, to
Havre. After that the way of this
youth is a mystery—darker than the
forest where the tiger lives./
Ritard, as the youth is called, has Lv. Paducah.... za:40p.m.
been giving some specimens of his A
vocabulary to M. Le Judge. A brol 
x. Carbondale.. 4:25p.m.
Ar, Chicago  5 :3oa.m.
is 'oche,' a cow "oscha," coal, "sar-o Ar. St. Louis  8:o5p.m.




























der." "Odie" appears to be equiva-
lent for God and "Odoir" for the
sun. Naturally our possessor of "X"
has become the hero of the day. The
Palais de ju tice has already its own
special language compounded of sev-
ciateenth and eighteenth century
words, but it has been so attracted
by the sonorous qualities of "X" that
members of the bar now address one
another in a jargon that somewhat
resembles the unknown tongue. For
instance, a "dossier" has become a
"dossiar," a "plaideue" a "pladair."
The huissieurs have fallen victims
to the "X" microbe, and manufac-
ture words in their turn, and even
the municipal guards Charged with
the tiolicing of the courts murmur
"cabrioletor" for the common or gar-
den "cambrioleur." I am waiting for
hear that 'the judges have become
affected with this new disease which



































































No. 374. No. 305.
4:20p.m. Lv. St. Louis.... 7 :45a.m.
8:40p.m. Lv, Chicago.... 2 '502.m.
8 :o5a.m. Lv. Carbondale . :40a.m.





























































Trains marked thus (*) run deity except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and toa carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
IOHN.-A. scorr., A. G. P. A., Memphlar; Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
C. C. WCARTY, .D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
The prisoner has not yet been able •
to express his opinion on his enter-
tainers. Delivered in full and round
phrases it should sound very well—
something like the language of the
pantomime demon in the midst of
the blue flames. To cheer him in:
his aolitude the magistrate has sent
him sweets and a change of linen. It
is a satisfaction to know that the
professor tat ,"X" realized that tile
sweets are foe internal use and not
the linen.
WITH HEAVY RAINS CAME
ALSO FISHES GALORE.
--
Humboldt, Tease, Oct. 4.—One of
the biggest rains ever seen here fell
yesterday afternoon. The water fell
in almost solid sheets for about one
hour, and it seemed for awhile as if
there was going to be a flood. The
cotton crop up to this time has been
unusually cleAn and fine, but it is
feared the re4tnt rains have beaten
the dirt on it and damaged it a great
deal.
The most interesting part of the
rain, however, in the assertion of
several that they have seen fish of
different sizes on high ground since
the rain, and there are several small
holes of water in town, which were
known to be dry before the rain, in
which can be 'seen any, number of
small fish swimming. It is also
known that these holes were not
overflowed by a larger stream. One
man declares that he saw a fish about
four inches long lying on the gronud
above any water level, and that it
was alive. Some older men here
clatm that it is nothing very unusual
for email fish and frog, to come from
the clouds during a heavy rain, and
that they have known this to be the
case often, while others equally as
well, informed laugh at the idea and
will not be convinced.
Playing in Luck.
The doctor had been injured co se-
verely in avocet car collision that
the sttraeans were compelled to arn-
putate the right hand.
"Upon the whole," he said, "it's a
lucky acident D s you knox tfiat ;n
the palm of the ordinary anwaahed
hand there are over to,ono.000 mi-
crobes to the aeuare inch? A man
my profession has to meet all "arts
of people. I shall get an artificial
hand, and hereafter I shall he able to
shake hands with anybody with per-
fect safety."--Chicago Tribune.
Cadiz gets the Little River Bap-
tist Association'sorteet next year.
pedal Sale
n Wall Paper•
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FITBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE STALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE. SELLING AT 6 CENTS MR
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY z5/2c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, Toe, 15C, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT. INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND —EVERY CONSIENTADVIL
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGilD BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANCESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. '..!ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
t3o SOUTH THIRDSi', PADUCAH. Kl•






WOMEN MAKE PLEA FOR CASil:
AN ILLINOIS FEDERATION OF THE TENDER. SEX IN A PLEA
SUGGEST TO HUSBANDS SOMETHING OF MUTUAL BENE-
FITS—THE IDEA WEAKENEDBY FEAR OF DISAPPROVAL BY
THE HUSBANDS ADDRESSED.
(Joliet, Ill.
Club women want alllowances.
They want their daughters to have
allowances and they believe every
woman and girl should learn to live
within her allowance. That women
do ifot do so the members of the
Illinois Federation of Woman's Clubs
are free to admit. The subject was
discussed in the morning session of
-the convention here today and the
hugbands ..and fathters who refuse to
make alk)wances to the feminine
members of .their families were se-
verely censttred.
/ass Margaret Mather, head of the
domestic science • department of the
'Agricultural 'College of Kansas,
opened .the discussion whet she said:
"I know a Than whose inecime is $12,-
doo a year who has a champagne ap-
petite himself and who allows his
Nowifeiii, soUr beer income of $1,200,
and he expects her to run her house
,on that too.",
no: Borrow From the Stores.
To prove this point other wom.en
.• cited innumerable case's of wives of
f .”.•• it-rn en. who have no allowance at
-All. it was further asserted that
man; such wonaen hav7absolutely no
money to spend, that they are forced
to draw on their accounts with large
department styres and have the loan
appear .on their monthly bill, dis-
guised as a purchase. That the large
stores of cities—Chicago at least—
have regular arrangements fpr this
sort of thing and that is very gen-
erally practiced by women, the con-
vention members acknowledge. They
„yen go so far as to say that club
women themselves are not above re-
sorting to this small dishonesty.
In discussing the question further i
Miss Mather said: "I can't tell how
long iehiasjieen, but i its a long time,•1 
since I h,àve found a family where
the, sons and daughters are living on
• :an allowance.
Niglect Causes Embezzlement. •
lune wives who have allowances
-are even more rare. Many women
not only do not have allowances, but
• they do not know what the husband's
.` income it. Now, I ask, how can they
i,e; run their households wisely? How
• :can they live within their means? If
-they acquire luxurious habits is it
'-`• -their fault? If they dress too well
,'who is to blame? Yet many men let
tiseir wives go in ignorance white
thee- 7-e led to embezzlement in their
-effort to i.•alce ends meet .
"Why shocld not a girl learn the
-value of a done.? Why is it not just
-as necessary for Ater to learn to spend
etoney as for her bi.ither? She should
lave her allowance, aoall at first, and
'growing larger as she Tows and as
bar neeeds broaden. he should
learn fsom the first tc buy he..
clothes, not all of them, whee she is
, young, but in gradually increasing
numbers until she is practically mis-
iress of her financial situation.
"I say, if women had the true'sclea
.of the value of a dollar many of
• perplexities of our present living
-would not exist. For-bac thing we
.tould not live as elaborately' as we
410, nor dress as extravagantly. The
•woman who manages her finances
• :vriseVil proportions her income toa
6ineet her needs. She decides how
much her household shall cost her
e• and how Mitch she can spend for
clothees. ,There are no conflicts and
she is zie'Ver in debt."
Easy to Run 1Up Large Bills.
"The case with which we run up
"bills is appalling. Everything is
charged and at the end of the rnoath
the husband pays the bills. If he
can't meet these obligations fit makes
payments on them, just enough to
beep his credit good, and so tht fam-
ily goes on, getting further and fur-
ther in debt, until one day they are
'surprised to find that their credit is
no longer good.
Trlyis is one of the great dangers
elf'the American nation today, and it
is a problem which must find its so-
lution in the women handling money..
:And women must handle money in
order to learn. VVksmen r ust insist
upon allowances for thl,ir daughters
and for themselves."
Miss Mather's paper was much dig-
s . cussed throughout the day, for, as
one club woman frankly acknowl-
edged. "that comes very close home
'to me."
Although every woman was agreed
with Miss Mather they are largely
k: of the opiinon that the problem is. not
'solved as she would make one thing.
little country woman talking after
meeeting, as she dare not from
Vie floor of the convention hall, said:
'Mat's all very well, but I'd like to
,..1firid the husband who is wilding to
give his wife an allowan::e, I know
mine won't and he would be terribly
liburt if I asked him. It's not that
the is stingy—he is not—but he says
c an have all the money I want and
"I ought to knob jt . a<vid why am
ant willing to ask for it. He thinks
my having an allowance would tonic
as though he were not whiling T
A }multi have all I wthet."
.Husbands May Nat Agrete.
'A Chicago woman corning out of
the Convention hall in tiny' to hear
this added: "That is just the ay my
, Special.)
husband feels. And I think it is very
uncomfortable. I know it would be
so much easier for me to manage and
make the money ccune out, even if T
had just so much for everything and
knew what it was to be." Of.course,
some husbands are generous and
some are not." said a woman from
the south side. 'I know men who
won't give their wives a cent, but
they will pay the bills no matter how
big they are.
"I know a woman whose husband
is very wealthy, but when she wants
to lunch downtown she has to go to
the store where she has her regular
bill and borrow enough money for
lunch She gets her theater tickets
and her candy that way, too."
The industrial committee will ask
Governer Deneen to reappoint Edgar
T. Davies state factory inspector.
The club women have been helped by
him in carrying out the new child
labor law.%
Turning on Cold in the Kitchen.
Not yet can the busy housewife
turn on the cold in her refrigerator
by twisting the same switch which
controls the electric lights, but that
is only because idventors have so far
failed to put on the market an
electric refrigerating plant of small
enough capacity. The principle is
well established, and it has been dem-
onstrated that a one-hOrse-power
plant can be operated at ,a cost near-
ly 50 per cent less than the price of
the Roo pounds of ice daily, which is
its equivalent in refrigerating power.
Everybody knows that the ice box
now in general use is a nuisance and,
under many circumstances, a positive
menace to health. If it is to be kept
in a sanitary condition it requires
constant and careful attention. The
announcement is, therefore, of uni-
versal' importance that electrical en-
gisteep . have already demonstrated
the fact that in any town where the
**it of electric current is not more
tliNa050cents per kilowatt-hour elec-
triv will do the work of ice far
more cheaply, and that with no more
:Option than is required by the in-
eatidekent lights.
Itt Market a plant which can be
man who first patents and puts
ort 
connected with the ordinary current
which enters the house for elechri:
lighting, and which will produce re-
frigeration equal to zoo pounds of ice
per day, will surely reap a financial
reward greater than flat of the in-
ventor who perfected the telephone.—
Technical World.
Quite an Eventful Week.
OSunday the bright air seemed
tobleathe the glad chant of a thou-
sand unseeen, coquettiskingly pranc-
ingkieui singing naiads and nymphs
proclaiming nuptial bans. Theie
heavenly symphonies had hardly
ceased before another day was daue-
ing to the tune of a happy refrain
caught up by the same invisible chor-
isters, rejoicingly announcing the ad-
vent...of a little stranger. The echoes
of this died away Monday night, just
as the Aeolian harps began to play
their sad requiems over the tele-
phone wires of an aftermath in the
wake of the death angel's visit at
Merrill. But the end was not yet, dear
readet. Fortune had still another ill
turn to play us, another drop was to
fall from his chalice. This time it was
on Tuesday. just as the day was fad-
ing. The doleful toll of the bell rang
out clear upon the' peaceful atmos-
phere with slow and measured peals
telling us that the wand of the death
visitor had touched one in our midst.
But still more, kind reader. Late
Wednesday evening the scene •of
havoc and disaster shifted to Big
Creek. Here Fortune played her last
caprice, closing the cbapter of this
black-letter week, when the water
imps sang their plaintive harmonies
over the little body consigned to their
realms.—Lakesville (Miss.) Herald.
Fish Swallows a Purse.
Like Polycrates, a local magnate of
the Vosges has recovered his pr-ip-
drty from the belly of a fish. He
lurd not, however, thrown it away to
propitiate the gods, and is quite con-
tent to havii it back again. A fisher-
man on the Lake of Gerardmer
caught a fine pike, weighing some-
thing like thirty-two pounds, and so'd
it for eight shillings to the chief ho-
tel of the place. In the kitchen the
fish, on being cleaned out, was found
to contain a small leather purse, in
which was tflo francs in gold. The
honest cook at once told the hot
proprietor, who then remember Ø1
that the local magnate in quest n,
who had stayed in the house be
week before, had acid entally dropped
his purse into the lake while out for
a row. the property thus miracu-
lously recovered has been returned to
its owner, who identified the purse.—
Paris letter.
Boyce—That bachelor might just
as well halve gotten married
Joyce—Why? ?




"The Americans of the fu,ture willi
be as black-haired as the Indians I
whom our ancestors found here on
their arrival," says Dr. Robert W.
Rogers, professor of Drew Th‘olog-
ical Seminary, Mladison, N. J.
Dr. Rogers thinks the climate of
American acts slowly on the' human
hair through the generations, turn-
ing the blondest locks darker and
darker, until absolute blacknesss is
reached.
'However, the red head will sur-
vive, he believes. A thousand years
from today Dr. Rogers foresees an
occasional red head in the crowded
population of straight black-haired
people.
Dr. Rogers made the assertion that
American hair is turning black while
he was talking on how the human
races may be distinguished from one
another, and he said that, although a
thousand years may pass before black
becomes the universal color of Amer-
ican heads of hair, the tendency to-
day in 2iiis country is toward black.
He says that men of science are
today following the opinion of Chas.
Darwin, from whom they obtained it,
that mankind goes back to one pair
of human beings—that the white,
black, brown and all colors and rates
of men came from this pair. Of the
many ways possible of pointing out
the race a person came from, he said,
the structure, arrangement and color
of the hair enters into the classifica-
tion, but the color is about the least
important.
Going back to the early people of
the earth, Dr. Rogers said the He-
brews nearly all had dark or black
hair. Occasionally there was a head
of auburn hair to be found in the
Hebrew race, and the Hebrews
thought this a beautiful color. David.
Dr. Rogers said, had auburn ha'r and
a ruddy skin, although he came from
a dark-haired, brownish red-skinned
people. In studying the colors of
hair among the races from ancient
times down through the ages, he
found that in its colors hair "sports '
as does a flower.
Dr. Rogers says that the land
which a man lives has a good deal
to do with the color of the hair.
.. New System in "Drunk" Cases.
The second district police court of
St. Louis, over which Judge W19.4l.
Poilard presides, is possibly the on'y
tribunal in America which requires
defendants to .sign a temperance
pledge. He has a 'lid" all of his own.
He doesn't put the led" on saloons,
but on individuals. For some rafili
sell your farm, list it with us and we
Judge Pollard has been requiring-44e, think we can sell it for you. Try as.
min classes of drinkests, especially
those who fail to provide for their
families, or abuee their wives to sign
an ironclad temperance pledge. Being Manager Real Estate Department,
a rare judge of human _nature and Wer-benice. & Farmers' Savings E
using a fine discretisan in certain cas-
es, he ascertains isieveint
wishes to quit drinking. "Well, I'll
give you a chance,' producing this
pledge: "I will abstain from the use
of intoxieating liquors for the pen .l
of one year from this date." (signed)
"You just sign this temperance
pledge and keep it." I am going
to impose a fine of $25 on you, which
I will stay on good behavior. But
I want to know that you keep your
pledge. You bring your wife with
you and report to me once a week.
Remember, now, you've got to keep
sober," said the court, warningly.
"The law compels you to. I want to
hear that you have made a better
man of yourself and that you are pro-
viding for your wife and children as
a husband and father should."
The judge then makes a talk on
the pledge to the attendants of court,
in this wise:
"As long as the germ :of good is
not dead, I believe it is the duty of
the court to save such men from
ithemselves and for their families. I
would rather make my court a tribu-
nal of reformation rather than of
punishment. I want to do the best
for the defendant and the best for
the city. Of course it would do no
good to make a confirmed drunkard
take the pledge. The work house, is
the only place for him. But I have
been requiring men to sign this
Pledge fornwo and a hallf years and
less than one per cent of those tak-
ing it have broken it. If I had ?•ent
this poor teamster to the work house
what would have become of his fam-
ily? It it better to make hitii keep
,sober and provide for them than to(send him to the work house and turn
them out to starve. The system
works splendidly."
Judge Pollard requires several men
to sign this pledge every weeek. His
reports show that veiy few persons
have broken it, and most of those
who have taken it have completely
reformed.—Cairo Citizen.
Low Rates to California.
EDGARY: WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
tADUCAH REAL ESTNN. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. RA".
MONTHLY pAYmENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.





An elegant line of imported cloths
and suiting* for Fall and Winter.




5z6 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
'FAKE NO SUBSTITUTE




WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST.
Special to Farmers
From September i5, to Octobee st,
the Minors Central Railrpad com-
pany vrill 941 one-way teoond-cltria
tickets to San Francisco, Los Ange-
les, San Diego, Cal., for433 00.
J. T Donovan, Agt. Patlecah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
S. T.°R.ANDLE
Room 3. Amer.-Ger. Nat. Bank.
Dr- Stamper,
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
3o9 Broadway.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE ANR THROAT






Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
Washington, D. C., Oct. zo, reo5.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned it has
been node to appear that "The First
National Bank of Paducah," located
in the City of Paducah, in the Coun-
ty of cCracken and State of Ken-t
tucky as complied with all the pro-
visio of the Act of Congress "to en-
able National Banking Associations
to extend their corporate existence,
and fortother purposes' approved July
12, 1882, as amended by the Art a--
proved April 12, woo;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Williak
R. Ridgely, Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, do hereby certify that "The
First National Batik of Paducah," lo-
cated in the City of Paducah, in the
County of McCracken and State of
Kentucky, is authorized to have suc-
cession for the period specified in its
a9siended articles of aseociation; name-
ly, until dose of bttaihess on October
to, 1925.
In testimony whereof witness my,
hand and seal of offic this Tenth day
of October, loos.
(SEAL.) WM.. B. RIDGELY,
Comptroller of the Currency.
Charter No. two. Extension No. 932.
phono- Large acreage of wheat being sown Plenty of diphtheria at
in Oldham county, Ky. _ Ctossroads.
W. Wks Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.






OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Manihikil County; Paducah, Ky.,
Rooms 114 Fraternity Building.




If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take than .Is K. C.
Rose 33.7 Sonth Third Street I have
the nicest line cf samples for




DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
:so NORTH PIFTH STREET
Both Phoebes us
Office haws I to to a. zn., z to 3




Old Fisone 494 Red; New Phone
Paducah. Keitiocky.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has Simms
.44•10
worth of city property for sale and










Room No. 5. Columbia Building.
Dr. B. B. GrOtith
TRUICHEART BUILDING.
Both phone all at the office, both
phone% so at residenc. Office hours
7 to 9 a. EL; 1 tO 3 p. M., 7 to p. M.
`SI 
T. Rivers, M. D.








Cfifice alpo Perk BleYg, Mayfield Ky.
EXCURSI NS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack,-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for) the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfortand rest; good service, good table,gocd rooms, etc. Boats leave eachWednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.For other information apply to Jas.Koger, superintendent; Frank L.Brown, aont.





Rooms I, and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1.2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones ez.
NOTICE/
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoVes ar2c:
FzUrr2itUre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
sza-sso Court street. Old phone 1316.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
P.. H. FVRY EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Banding,













Rooms so, is and is, Columbia Bldg.
3e. PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with DM. Rivers & Rivera, Ewa
Nort hFilth, Both Phone 31s.
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone rliga
,R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
k--




Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway,





Office phone asi, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms s04-6 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN 1
Moe sgel, een 1-2 Broadway,
, PADUCAH, KY.
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